
Hold your 
chin in and eyes 
forward

Breathe 
naturally, according 
to your speed

Step
forward 
heel-first やや大きめの歩幅で

Stand straight 
with shoulders
back　

Swing your arms 
rhythmically, in 
time with your 
stride

Kick the ground 
at the base of 
your big toe

①How to put 
on shoes Make 
the shoe loose 
enough that 
your toes can 
move.

②Gently tap the 
ground with your 
heel. If your heel 
is firmly in place, 
tighten the laces 
at the ankle.

③Move your 
weight to your 
toes, and with 
your heels 
raised, fasten 
your shoes 
places.

※Do not put too much strain on your body when you are sleep-deprived or sick.

Let's walk 10 more minutes! Ideal posture for walking Before and After Walking

How to choose shoes

Notes on walking

Walking with Nordic 
walking using sticks

How to put on shoes

Don't forget to drink water

Hints to increase the amount
of activity by walking

How to walk on a slope 
not to hurt your knees

The Benefits of Walking

※If you have achronic illness,please consult your doctor 
   be for estarting.

2019.01／15,000

Walking is an easy way to get exercise.  
Japan's national recommended guideline for 
walking is 8,000 steps a day(※1), but still only 
around 50% of Tokyo residents over the age of 
20, both men and women, walk 8,000 steps a 
day(※2). 
Adding just 1,000 steps a day (approximately 10 
minutes more) not only helps you get more 
exercise, but also prevents lifestyle diseases and 
helps relieve stress.

※1 The Physical Activity Guidelines for Health (Active 
　　Guide) (Japanese Ministry of Health, Labour and 
　　Welfare) recommends physical activity equivalent 
　　to 8,000 steps a day for all men and women 
　　between the ages 18 and 64.

※2 Source: National Health and Nutrition Survey 
　　(Japanese Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare) 
　　(Updated survey on residents of Tokyo 2007-2009).

Do some stretches to gradually
warm up and stimulate blood 
circulation. This helps prevent 
injuries, knee pain, fatigue, etc.

Ending exercise suddenly can 
cause stress on the heart, so it is 
important to cool down gradually. 
This helps the body recover faster 
from fatigue and prevents muscle
pain.

◆Material／ The material should be light and om 
   breathable.

◆Toe area／ There should be enough space to
    move your toes.

◆Foot arch／ It should be shaped to support 
     the insoles of your feet.

◆Instep／ It should be able to be adjusted 
 　　without tightening.

◆Shoe sole／ It should flex according to movement. 
  　A thick sole with good cushioning 
  　Heel　It should firmly hold the 
  　heel in place.

Sweating is a function that helps regulate body t
emperature. When the body lacks water necessary 
for sweating, this can cause heatstroke 
and other impairments. Remember 
to hydrate with water or a sports 
drink. Also, because caffeine is 
diuretic, drinks that contain caffeine
are not suitable for hydration. 
(coffee, black tea, etc.)

In principle, make your stride smaller 
both on uphill and downhill. If the stride 
is wider, the shock of each step is also 
bigger, and it results in bigger pressure 
for your knees.
When you make a step, bend your 
knees softly, with the image of your 
foot landing with the entire soles lightly.
Let's consciously absorb the shock of 
each step with your muscles above the 
knees and flexing, and walk calm and 
softly.

Nordic walking with a specialized pole helps 
increasing the effect of exercise because of 
reducing pressure on the legs, 
depending on how you use the pole. 
If you use it incorrectly, it might be 
heavier for your legs.  Let's learn 
how to use it from specialized 
Nordic walk instructor.  
For those who would like to learn 
Nordic walking, please contact 
below.

Walking long distances from the beginning is heavy 
on your legs, and it could also cause muscle pain 

which results in losing motivations for the next walk. 
Start with a short distance first, and gradually 
increase the distance as you get used to it. 
 In addition, preparation is very important 
before exercise. Let's start walking after 

stretching till the body warms up. 
Take small breaks frequently in the 
summer, and avoid walking on a day 
when high temperature is expected 

according to weather forecast.

①Preventlifestyle-related
Helps decrease blood glucose and Lower blood
pressure.It is also Said to reduce the risk of 
cancer,diabetes,and other lifestyle-related 
diseases.

②Improvecardiopulmonary Function
Making exercise a habit leads to Maintaining and
improving the entire body,including over all 
physical strength and endurance.

③Preventsobesity
Increased energy consumption will Make it 
easier to reduce your waistline and weight.

④Reducestreｓｓ
Walking helps improve your mood and eliminate
stress,and is helpful to improve physical and 
mental health.
(Created with reference to“Physical Activity Reference for
Health Promotion 2013(Ministry of Health,Labour,and Welfare.)”)

Warm-up

Cool-down

Good posture makes walking more effective！

・Intentionally walk walkable distances instead of using 
 the bus or train.
・Use the stairs instead of elevators and escalatorｓ.
・Don't just walk; have fun while you walk. For example, 
 walk and shop at stores or streets featured in 
 magazines, tour sightseeing spots, etc.
・Recording steps with a pedometer, smartphone, etc. 
 will also lead to a sense of accomplishment and a 
willingness to continue.
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Ako Port Ferry Terminal
(Kokoporto)

Koban

Koshiki-no-ana
Trekking Course 
(about 30 minutes)

Usugi

Toga-mae

Kamane

Ako-yubinkyoku-mae

Sabigahama
kō-iriguchi

Nishima

Ako

Teppo-jo

Sabigahama

Meganeiwa Rock

Imasaki Coast

Ningyo-Rock

Teppo-jo

Koshiki-no-Ana Hole

Sabigahama Harbour

Rest area next to 

the toilet is with 

outstanding view
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When it‛s windy there 

is sea water splash　
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Yasoshi Shrine

Trace of lava flow of the eruption 
in 1643

It appears in GLAY promotion video

Understanding the threaten 
of eruption

Can you find a face?

Total guardianship of the 
Izu Islands

A popular coast for wild birds
observation

 It is enshrined at the summit

Popular beach where you can 
enjoy walking

The god of fire Yasoyoza is
enshrined

The sunset seen from here 
is beautiful

There is also a bench at the 
bottom of the hole

About 5 minutes
one way

About 5 minutes one way,
to the summit takes about

20 minutes one way

About 2 minutes one way
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Miyake High School
Koban

Miike Harbor Ferry Terminal

Tsubota
Fishing Harbour

Viewing the Rock of Tametomo

Chotaroike-Ike

Okihara Coast

Tsubaki Trees

Kamakata Coast

Kaizo-ji Temple

8

Miyake Village Recreation Center
7
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Old Crater
Yaejima Maru

In the full moon night when the sea 

is calm, a “moon road” appears on the 

sea surface, if the moon is low in the sky.

A stunning 

Ashitaba field 

※ Please do not 

enter arbitrarily

The view of Oyama Mountain peak on the

 land side and on Mikura Island on the sea side

From the summer to autumn the trail

of sea turtle can be found on the beach. 

★Be careful not to make a mess on the

     beach during the spawning season

Pay attention to
the road because

of the heavy traffic
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Okigadaira

Kigyokamae

Kukomae Miyakejima
Airport

Kamakata

Mitake-mae

Onagai

Gono

Kokomae

The best season is from 
December to January

At low tide it is like a natural pool 5 Important national cultural
property is preserved

2 Natural Monument Stalagmite

1 Walking course popular among 
residents

6 Iwano-himeno-mikoto is enshrined

3 Pavilion suitable for having a lunch

8 Convenient with binoculars

About 5
minutes 
one way

One of the largest bouldering 
facilities in Japan
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Miyake Village
Cecntral Clinic

Miyake Village Traffic Park

Tokyo Metropolitan
Miyake Office

Koban

Yufune-
ground-mae

Tosa

Nadado

Okubohama Fishing Port

Yunohama Fish Harbour

Miyake Primary and
Junior High School

Izu/Kamitsuki District Ｇ

1

Well of 
Kojiro Koganei

2

6

Akajari Park

Yufuneohashi

Osyaku Shrine
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Fishing point popular among fishersTengsa hanging area
is to be seen from the

late spring to summer

Children's park

popular among

children

Post Office

▶

▼

Achibara

Hokenjomae

Miyake-
shochugakko-mae

Okubohama

Tomouji

Branch Office
Entrance

Anegawa-
jinja-mae

Miyake
Hoikuen-

mae

Police Station
Entrance

Miyakejima
Police Station

Kadonohara

Kamitsuki

Crematory

Perfect for a small break

It’s written Stories 
of Kojiro Koganei

The juniper tree older than 450 
years is astonishing

Kojiro Koganei invested his private
money into this

The main hall appears up the stairs
behind the hall of worship

It is preserved in the 
children’s park

Refreshing panoramic landscape

You can view Mt. Fuji on sunny day

1 Square lighthouse built 
in Meiji 42th

S

About 5 minutes 
one way
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4 Stay quietly in the big trees forest

Igaya District Course
Introduction

Course

Short

MIddle

2km

5km

Distance

2,855steps

7,140steps

Number
of steps

30minutes

1hour
15minutes

Time
needed

90kcal

225kcal

Calories
consumed

Iagaya district is where you can find numerous historic
spots.Since the most part of the course is slope, let's 
keep your ownpace firmly  not to hurt your knees.

Izu/Kamitsuki District is where you can enjoy nature and 
visit the historical places. The seasonal sceneries include 
wild birds, cherry blossoms, drying Tengusa spots, etc.
On sunny days you can view Mt. Fuji from many places. 

・The number of steps in each course is calculated as 1 step = 70 cm.
・The time required for each course is calculated at 4 km / h.
・The calories to be consumed is calculated 
  with: walking 10 minutes = 30 kcal. 
  (In case of a person with the weight 60 kg, the stride width 70 cm)

※The number in the table is approximate. 
S = Starting Point, G = Goal

Igaya Harbour

Miyake Village
Community
Center

Post Office 

Koban 

Nagasawa Daini
Apartment Complex

Cape Izu
Rest Area

Cape Izu Entrance 

Yakushimae

Izu

Izu Elderly
Welfare
Center

About 10 minutes 
one way

Okaniwa To Ako District 

To Izu District 

Igaya
Igaya Ferry
Terminal

Igaya Harbour

Kisai Shrine

Kisai Shrine

Ofunawatari Bridge

Kyodai Forest

Izu-misaki
Lighthouse

Jizo-son made 
by Kojiro Koganei

Misai Shrine

Grave of Ikushima Shingoro

A popular beach 

for children

Pay attention
to cars

Pay attention to

the slippery slopes

A fine scenery coast line from where 

you can view Islands of the Izu, 

the Izu Peninsula, and Mt. Fuji on a sunny day.

Observation spot of Uchiyamasenyu, 

from late spring to early summer.

View point of the mountain peak

of Oyama from the river

Grave of Takenouchi Shikibu

Grave of Masakane Inoue
To Igaya District 

Koban

Post Office

Island Health Center
Miyake Branch Office Miyake Nursery School

Popular spot for scuba diving. 

In summer the camp field is crowded.

In spring you can 
enjoy spectacular 
cherry blossoms.

Okubohama
Camp Field 

Former Island 
administrative Office

Tokyo Metropolitan
Natural Monument,Juniper TreeTokyo Metropolitan
Natural Monument,Juniper Tree

Birthplace of Asanuma Inejiro

ToTsubota Disrict  

Course
Introduction

※ The number in the table is approximate.  
S = Starting Point, G = Goal

3.2km

11km

Distance

6km

3km

Course

Short(left)

Short(right)

Long

MIddle

4,285steps

4,570steps

15,715steps

Number
of steps

8,570steps

45minutes

50minutes

2hour
45minutes

Time
needed

1hour and
30minutes

Abut135kcal

Abut150kcal

Abut270kcal

Abut495kcal

Calories
consumed

Promenade for
Experiencing
Volcano

Pay attention when 

crossing the road: 

the height is different

Yukei Beach

Furusatonoyu
Public Bath

 salty hot spring

with curing power

Pay attention

to slippery
downhill

Miyake Village Office 
Temporary Dormitory

Miyake Village Local Museum

Sabigahama

Post Office

Wakamiya
Shrine

Astonishing sceneries Course for Toga-jinja Shrine, 

Nippana Shinzan, and Mikura Island

Togahama Coast Toga-Shrine

Awabesakaue

To Tsubota District 

Ako District Course
Introduction

Ako District is where you can enjoy a dynamic landscape
with active eruption activityDuring the day, you can enjoy
a spectacular view at the Imazaki Beach, where you can
also see the sun setting over the Pacific Ocean in the evening.   
※ The number in the table is approximate.  
S = Starting Point, G = Goal

Course

Short

MIddle

Long

2.6km

5.5km

10km

Distance

3,715steps

7,855steps

14,285steps

Number
of steps

40minutes

1hour
25minutes
2hour

30minutes

Time
needed

Abut120kcal

Abut240kcal

Abut450kcal

Calories
consumed

Oyama
Mountain

To Kamitsuki District 

It is perfect for

wild bird observation

where rarely a car passes!

If you are lucky you 

maysee a dolphin jump?

Ninomiya Shrine

Tsubota Kannon

Post
Office
Miyake Village 
Cultural Center 
LISTA☆Hall

Kyu-Tsubota-
syogakko-maeTsubota

About 15 minutes one way

To Ako
District 

Tsubota District CourseIntroduction

The Tsubota District is where old-fashioned townscapes
remain, and it is a pleasure just walking around.The 
coastline of about 2.5 km in length located on the sea 
side of the airport is an exquisite course with views of 
Mt. Oyama and Mikura Island.
※ The number in the table is approximate.  
S = Starting Point, G = Goal

Course

Short

MIddle

Long

2.8km

6km

9km

Distance

4,000steps

8,570steps

12,855steps

Number
of steps

45minutes

1hour and
30minutes
2hour

15minutes

Time
needed

Abut135kcal

Abut270kcal

Abut405kcal

Calories
consumed

Izu/
Kamitsuki
District 

Igaya
District

Tsubota District Ako District

To Igaya District 


